Highly Automated, Modular and Scalable Real-time Middle- and Back-office Securities Processing

In a dynamic and competitive environment, banks and brokers must be able to differentiate their services and respond quickly to new business strategy. But too often their middle- and back-office processes hold them back rather than driving them forward.

FIS® International Securities Processing Manager (formerly RIMS) is a highly automated, modular and scalable real-time solution for middle- and back-office securities processing. It reduces manual steps and your total cost of ownership while increasing efficiency.

Multi-market, multi-currency and multi-entity, International Securities Processing Manager can easily support investors’ increasingly diverse activities. It’s also extremely configurable, so you can quickly scale up core business and local partnerships in new geographies – while scaling down in stagnated markets.

Regional and international firms can automatically create intercompany trades between their client-facing and market-facing entities. And the solution’s sophisticated exception management increases straight-through processing.

ACHIEVE TRUE STRAIGHT-THROUGH PROCESSING

Rule-based processing facilitates a high degree of automation, and a variety of standard interfaces allows you to easily integrate with any in-house and third-party systems.

REDUCE COST

With event-driven and exception-based design, optimized operational efficiency and simplified processes, reduce costs and operational risk.

GENERATE MORE REVENUE

The system is highly configurable, allowing you to quickly enter new markets and relationships and differentiate in a dynamic, competitive and global environment.
FIS INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES PROCESSING MANAGER
Highly Automated, Modular and Scalable Real-time Middle- and Back-office Securities Processing

CENTRALIZE EXCEPTIONS PROCESSING
Simplify operations management with a centralized dashboard and intelligent routing of exceptions.

EXPERIENCE TRUE CROSS-ASSET CAPABILITIES
Easily process equities, fixed income, repo and other types of contracts, as well as foreign exchange for any domestic or international currencies.

REALIZE THE ADVANTAGES OF REAL-TIME CONFIRMATIONS AND SETTLEMENT
Achieve high service levels and reduce settlement fail rates with fully automated and real-time dispatch of trade confirmations and settlement instructions.

OPTIMIZE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Avoid costly failures with sophisticated inventory management features, including an automatic and dynamic optimization of your inventory.

Differentiate your services and drive your business forward.
Contact us today.
GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM

$150M
$150M in global fixed income transactions processed daily for a client with global operations across different time zones.

50,000
50,000 equity transactions processed every day for a European institutional broker that trades in 40+ exchanges globally, including multi-lateral trading facilities.